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INTRODUCTION

By the time of his death on 14 April 2005, my father, Richard H. Popkin, had already received many tributes for his contributions to the history of philosophy, Jewish studies, and other fields. He had been honored with two volumes of essays and several academic conferences had been held about his work. The memorial conference held at the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library in Los Angeles on 10–12 June 2006, sponsored by the UCLA Center for Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Studies and its director, Peter Reill, showed that there was still something new to be said about the new directions in research he had continued to inspire until the very last days of his life. As his son and, later, as a fellow scholar, I had grown up listening to my father develop his ideas, and I thought I knew his areas of interest well, but the papers presented at the conference taught me many new things about his own research and the work it has inspired other scholars to undertake. As the program unfolded, all the contributors gained a new appreciation of the breadth of Richard Popkin’s interests, the number of fields he reshaped by his lifelong refusal to accept conventional scholarly wisdom, and his never-ending capacity to detect unsuspected connections between seemingly unrelated phenomena. Although each of the participants at the UCLA conference spoke about some particular aspect of my father and his intellectual legacy, the papers fit together into a larger whole: the portrait of a man whose scholarly curiosity never flagged, and who took as much interest in what others were discovering as in his own research.

Richard Popkin sketched out the main stages of his career in several autobiographical essays, and the many letters that he left to the Clark Library, as part of his donation of his scholarly papers, make it possible to follow the details of his intellectual development, as I have attempted to do in the essay, “In His Own Words: Richard H. Popkin’s Career in Philosophy,” which concludes this volume. His first great interest was in the role of the skeptical tradition (why he insisted on the spelling “scepticism” throughout his career remains a mystery). This was the subject of his first scholarly book, The History of Scepticism from Erasmus to Descartes, originally published in 1960 and still in print, in a revised and expanded edition titled The History of
Scepticism from Savonarola to Bayle (2003) as I write this in 2008. He was proud of having shown the central role of the skeptical challenge in shaping the main lines of modern philosophy, but he never claimed to have written the definitive account of the subject. The contributions to this collection by Brian Copenhaver, Alison Coudert, Jose Maia Neto, and Gianni Paganini look at aspects of this subject that Popkin did not explore, and add to the picture he laid out; all of them show the continuing fruitfulness of the questions he raised. Sarah Hutton analyzes Popkin’s view of Spinoza, a figure who fascinated him although he was certainly not in the skeptical camp, and John Christian Laursen raises the question of why he paid so little attention to another classical philosophical tradition revived in the Renaissance, the school of cynicism.

The earliest versions of Popkin’s thesis about skepticism said little about the connections between religion and philosophy in the early modern era. It was a turning point in my father’s thinking, as he himself recognized, when he came to see the debates about religious certainty provoked by the Reformation as crucial to the development of philosophical thinking, a thesis laid out in the initial chapters of the History of Scepticism. In all his later work, Popkin paid great attention to the interplay between religious and philosophical issues. James E. Force’s paper on Newton and Martin Mulsow’s discussion of the thinkers who Popkin labelled “the third force” in seventeenth-century philosophy – writers who found in millenarian conviction a position between philosophical scepticism and dogmatism – explore some of the new directions that Popkin’s work in this area suggested.

As he was finishing the writing of The History of Scepticism in the late 1950s, my father began to develop a passion for a new subject: friends who had been in the habit of calling him Popkin Scepticus began to refer also to Popkin Judaicus. Never willing to invest the effort to learn Hebrew, he devoted himself instead to tracing the interactions between Jewish and Christian thinkers in the early modern period, and especially to exploring the impact of members of the Sephardic diaspora as they and their descendants dispersed throughout the European world. In their contributions to this volume, David Ruderman, Yosef Kaplan, David S. Katz and Matt Goldish look at the reasons for Popkin’s interest in this subject and the new perspectives he brought, both to the history of philosophy and to the field of Judaic studies.

Always open to new ideas, Popkin was nevertheless essentially a scholar of western European thought in the early modern period. Nevertheless, as the two papers by the young scholars who worked with him in the last years of his life, Peter Park and Knox Peden, show, he took an interest in issues going well beyond his own field of expertise, including Asian philosophy and twentieth-century intellectual developments. An often unrecognized aspect of his
influence was his co-authorship of several introductory books about philosophy, intended for general audiences and students. Avrum Stroll, his longtime collaborator on these projects, has added to the papers delivered at the 2006 conference a short account of this aspect of Popkin’s work, together with an appreciation of Popkin’s work as seen by a friend who was also a practitioner of the analytic approach to the subject that my father often criticized.

This volume is not meant to be the last word on my father’s work: with the donation of his scholarly papers to the Clark Library, it will be possible for others to study the development of his own ideas and to find hints that will allow them to go beyond what he accomplished in his own studies. We hope, however, that *The Legacies of Richard Popkin* will provide a permanent record of his many intellectual contributions. Some contributors to this volume have insisted on referring to my father as “Dick” because they also want their words to convey the personality of a warm and witty man who was never happier than when he was discussing scholarship with his friends. Like the other participants in this volume, I learned a great deal from discussions with my father, who introduced me to the world of the mind and the passion of history. To me, of course, Richard Popkin was not “Dick” but “Dad.”

Putting together this volume for publication in the *International Archive of the History of Ideas*, the monograph series he co-founded with Paul Dibon in the early 1960s, has been one small way of honoring his memory.

Jeremy D. Popkin